
 

John J. Romano  
John.J.Romano@comcast.net                                                                                                                          209 Washington St., Apt. 3 

603-344-0073                                                                                                                                                                Brookline, MA 02445 

Objective Seeking a full-time electrical engineering position that offers a fast-paced hands-on work environment, a focus 
on product development, and opportunities for leadership; Desired start date: summer, 2014 

Education: M.S Electrical and Computer Engineering Leadership 

Northeastern University (GPA: 3.95/4.00) 

 Courses:  Engineering Leadership I/II, Prep. High Stakes Oral & Written Materials, 
Linear Systems Analysis, Engineering Probability and Statistics, Computer Vision, 
Machine Learning, Scientific Foundations I/II 

2014 

 B.S. Electrical Engineering 

University of New Hampshire (GPA: 3.95/4.00) 

 Class of 2012 Tyco Scholar: only merit-based full scholarship offered by the university 

2012 

 Semester Abroad for Electrical Engineers 

Budapest University of Technology & Economics, Budapest, Hungary 

 

Technical Skills: MATLAB, Altium Designer, MultiSim, MS Office  

Certifications: Engineer-In-Training Certification #06072, State of New Hampshire 

2011 

Experience: Project Manager and Researcher’s Assistant at Northeastern University                                    2012-2014 
ALERT: Department of Homeland Security Center of Excellence 

 Took a lead role in the development and implementation of video analytics-based security systems for 
applications in large public venues; in particular, a system that detects illegal counterflow in exit lanes at 
airports with 99.5% probability of detection and less than one false alarm per day. 

 System is currently operational for the TSA in Cleveland; if counterflow is detected, the system provides 
real-time alarms and perpetrator photo to prevent airport dumps.  Across the country, counterflow events 
happen several times per year and the average associated cost of dumping an airport is over $1 million 

 Worked directly with the customer- TSA program officers and engineers, and the Federal Security Director 
in Cleveland, and created customer confidence through in-depth interactions onsite at Cleveland Airport. 

 Fostered collaboration with industrial partner (Siemens) through regular communication and performing 
maintenance and installation on the Siemens advanced prototype hardware testbed in Cleveland 

 Demoed security solutions to Secretary of Homeland Security and TSA Administrator 

Gordon Engineering Leadership Program Challenge Project                                                      2012-2013 

Sponsored by Siemens Corporate Research and ALERT 

 One-year intensive masters certificate program focused on engineering leadership and product development, 
aimed at developing an elite cadre of engineers; candidates complete a thesis-equivalent Challenge Project  

 Challenge Project focus: making a valuable contribution to the video analytics effort in Cleveland (see above) 

Physical Layer Ethernet Test Engineer & Developer                                                                   2009-2012 

InterOperability Laboratory (IOL) at University of New Hampshire 

 Hands-on experience using and interfacing with advanced testing equipment (DSO, AWG, SA, & VNA) to 
test electrical characteristics of Ethernet devices from a broad range of manufacturers 

 Interpreted testable physical layer parameters from IEEE standards; contributed to the development of new 
MATLAB-based test systems including Energy Efficient Ethernet and 10GBASE-T physical layer testing 

 Designed and fabricated PCB boards for test systems using Altium Designer  

 IOL Star recipient for outstanding work (August, 2010) 

Interests:  Motorcycle and bicycle riding, Spending time at New Hampshire’s lakes and mountains 
participating in fishing, skiing, snowmobiling, camping, and hiking 

 


